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How Did Birds Gain
Political Protection?
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Supporting Questions

Were the efforts put forth to pass the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 in order to stop
the slaughter of birds for the fashion industry considered a grass roots campaign?

1.

Who had to be influenced in order to get enough support for the passage of the
Migratory bird Act of 1913?

2.

What methods were used by the women to persuade the different groups to
change their minds and/or operations?

3.
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5 Grade Teaching with Primary Sources Hub Citizen Efforts to Change
Environmental Policy in the Late 1800's Inquiry by Gay Thistle

How Did Birds Gain Political Protection?

Inquiry Standard

C3 (social studies): D2.Civ.2.3-5. Explain how a democracy relies on people’s responsible
participation, and draw implications for how individuals should participate.

NGSS (science): 5-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities
use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.

Staging the
Compelling
Question

Watch a short video clip from a Bernie Sanders campaign speech and define "Grass Roots"
political movements.

Supporting Question 1 Supporting Question 2 Supporting Question 3

Were the efforts put forth to pass
the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 in
order to stop the slaughter of birds
for the fashion industry considered
a grass roots campaign?

Who had to be influenced in order
to get enough support for the
passage of the Migratory bird Act of
1913?

What methods were used by the
women to persuade the different
groups to change their minds
and/or operations?

Formative Performance Task Formative Performance Task Formative Performance Task

Identify the grass roots efforts of
Hemenway and Minna Hall and the
impact they had on the passage of
the Migratory Bird Act. 

List the changes in current practice
that the Migratory Bird Act required
and identify the different interest
groups that these changes
impacted.

Analyze primary sources to
determine point of view and
persuasive methods used in this
grass roots campaign.

Featured Sources Featured Sources Featured Sources

Source A: How Two Women Ended
the Deadly Feather Trade

Source A: Migratory Bird Act 1913 Source A: The Day Book (Chicago),
June 6, 1914 Source B: Political
cartoon, “When women vote, ..?”
Source C: Ocala, Florida Banner,
November 12, 1909 Source D: Film,
“Roosevelt- Friend of the Birds”
Source E: Rep. Jeanette Rankin of
Montana Source F: Votes for
Women by Bertha Damaris Knobe

Summative
Performance Task

ARGUMENT
Write an argument made up of claims with evidence from the primary sources provided that
explains how grass roots political efforts helped migratory birds gain political protection in 1913.

EXTENSION
Create a political advertisement that might have been used to convince people to stop using
breeding feathers from birds.  It can be in the form of a poster, flyer, or a town-cryer type
announcement.

Taking Informed
Action

UNDERSTAND
Interview people about their consumer choices not to purchase something because it may cause
harm to someone or something.

ASSESS
Consider how you could inform others of the harmful effects of buying  certain consumer
products.

ACTION
Create a poster, flyer, or written announcement to convince others to stop buying a particular
product that has harmed someone or something.
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Overview

Inquiry Description

This is cross curricular approach to investigate grass roots political efforts.  Grass root political efforts are not
new to our democracy and yet they are still used today.   In this inquiry, students will analyze sources about a
successful grass roots political effort that began in the late 1800's by women to pass the Migratory Bird Act of
1913, even while in most states they did not have the right to vote.  First, students will define the term grass
roots, as it relates to political efforts.  A short clip from the recent Bernie Sanders campaign will give the
students information to form an initial definition.  The definition can be revised throughout this investigation
as new information is revealed. As a literary connection, this inquiry uses a work of historical fiction to set
the scene for the study in a humorous way.  The main characters of the story, Minna Hall and Harriet
Hemmenway, were appalled by the effects on the environment by the current fashion craze of woman to
wear elaborately feathered hats.  This fashion statement almost wiped out many of the bird populations in
the U.S.  Once the facts are gathered and verified, students will investigate the different parties involved in the
issue. The primary sources include advertisements for elaborate and expensive feathered hats, a newspaper
article which reveals the author’s sympathy for the birds, a film that shows the process of collecting the
feathers and features a young Teddy Roosevelt, and a political cartoon on the issue. These sources will help
the students understand the issue on a deeper level and should evoke new questions for discussion. The
STEM connection will be revealed while studying the different viewpoints. The environmental effects of the
Migratory Bird Act are still relevant today. This inquiry could be used to introduce or provide examples of
concepts such as population dynamics and ecosystems and what outcomes occurred because of the passage
of this law.  Students will use the data they gathered on this issue to complete a variety of tasks that serve to
give the students a voice on this grass roots effort of these women.  

Structure

Students will define “grass roots” as it pertains to political efforts.

 Students will corroborate the evidence that is revealed in the historical fiction book and in other sources as
they gather the facts about this grass roots political effort.  They may refine the definition of grass roots in
this process.

 Students will use the Library of Congress Analysis tool to analyze and gather data about the point of view of
their source.  This information will be shared on a common Circle of Viewpoint graphic organizer where
questions such as who was involved and who was effected will be explored.  A formative task in section 2 will
ask students to express some of the point of views in their own words while considering the points of view of
woman who could vote legally with those who could not.  

 From here, students will make inferences on the obstacles that these women had to overcome and what
efforts were successful in influencing the parties to change.

 Students will use the evidence they gathered in this investigation to write an explanatory essay on the
successes of this grass roots effort. 

 This investigation will prepare students to complete the Informed Action task assigned by giving them
information on the process of grass roots citizen actions.  This combined with their knowledge of the
legislative process will assist them in understanding their role in a democracy.
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Staging the Compelling Question
Compelling
Question

How Did Birds Gain Political Protection?

Staging the compelling question

1.    Show this video clip (1:07 minutes) from the 2016 Bernie Sanders campaign for the Democratic Party
nomination to set the stage.  Ask students to summarize what was said in this portion of one of Bernie
Sanders speeches. 

2.    Write the term “Grass Roots” on the board in front of the students and ask them to define what it means
to them in reference to a political system.  When a satisfactory definition has been parsed out, ask them to if
they can name any grass root political efforts.  Record their answers and ask them to add any new items to
the list during the rest of the study.  (Option:  assign them to ask their parents or guardians if they know of
any grass roots political efforts and add these to the list as new ones are brought in.  Save these topics for a
“Taking Informed Action” final assignment).
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Supporting Question 1
Supporting
Question

Were the efforts put forth to pass the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 in order to stop the slaughter
of birds for the fashion industry considered a grass roots campaign?

Formative
Performance Task

Identify the grass roots efforts of Hemenway and Minna Hall and the impact they had on the
passage of the Migratory Bird Act. 

Featured Sources Source A: How Two Women Ended the Deadly Feather Trade

Additional
Materials

Formative Task #1 Graphic Organizer.docx (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/9/2/9/7/1551/92976e9fa156bae9dd5d2bf0a0622d604c4246d4.docx)

In this task, students will gather information, corroborate the material gathered, and summarize their
finding.  They will also add to or refine their definition of “Grass Roots”, if needed.

Formative Performance Task

1.    Hand everyone a copy of  Formative Assessment #1 graphic organizer to use to record facts and
questions from the book that will be read aloud in the next step.

2.     Read aloud the historical fiction book, “She’s Wearing a Dead Bird on Her Head” by K.. This book will
peak interest and also provide context for the time under study.  The efforts of Harriet Hemenway and Minna
Hall did work to change women’s desire to purchase, what was, then fashionable, hats that contained very
elaborate feathers and bird displays. 

3.    Project a copy of Formative Assessment #1 Graphic organizer

4.    Record and define any vocabulary words that are not understood. 

5.    Discuss and record information and facts revealed in this book. 

a.    What problem do Harriet and Minna work on solving? Record

b.    Now ask what obstacles did they encounter? Record.

c.    What did Minna and Harriet do to solve their problem?  What was successful?  What failed?

6.    Be sure to point out that this book is a work of fiction based on a true story.  Divide the students into
small groups with the charge of investigating the information recorded.  To summarize the factual findings,
make notes about items that have been found to be facts and items that could not be corroborated.  If there is
not time or the technology for this investigation, the author provides a page in the back of the book about the
facts of the story.  Use the factual information from this book to continue the study.  Here is more information
about this topic from Smithsonian magazine.  Be sure that the recorded facts are highlighted in some way that
separates the artistic license that the author took in creating this work of historical fiction.

7.    Now ask the students if this effort by Minna Hall and Harriet Hemenway meets their definition of grass
roots effort.  Compare the information recorded with the definition agreed on in the first part of this
investigation.  Add to and revise the definition as new information is discovered.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-dev/u/9/2/9/7/1551/92976e9fa156bae9dd5d2bf0a0622d604c4246d4.docx
file:///C:/Users/GT/WaynsbrgU/IDM/Formative Task #1 Graphic Organizer.docx
https://www.amazon.com/Shes-Wearing-Dead-Bird-Head/dp/0786811641/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1469711529&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Sh%27e+Wearing+a+Dead+Bird+on+Her+Head
file:///C:/Users/GT/WaynsbrgU/IDM/Formative Task #1 Graphic Organizer.docx
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-two-women-ended-the-deadly-feather-trade-23187277/?no-ist


Supporting Question 1
Featured Source A How Two Women Ended the Deadly Feather Trade

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-t..
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http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-t..
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Supporting Question 2
Supporting
Question

Who had to be influenced in order to get enough support for the passage of the Migratory bird
Act of 1913?

Formative
Performance Task

List the changes in current practice that the Migratory Bird Act required and identify the
different interest groups that these changes impacted.

Featured Sources Source A: Migratory Bird Act 1913

In this task, students will examine the text of the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 and list the main ideas or
changes to current practice that this Act initiated.

Formative Performance Task

1.   Read the the Migratory bird Act with the students.  Use the book or the Migratory Bird Act itself on pages 2
and 3 of the document.

2. Ask students to list the key points of the Migratory Bird Act of 1913.

3.  Display final list in a public place.
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Supporting Question 2
Featured Source A Migratory Bird Act 1913

Library of Congress American Memory.  The Evolution of the Conservation Movement.
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/consrv..
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Library of Congress American Memory. The Evolution of Conservation
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/consrv..
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Library of Congress American Memory. The Evolution of Conservation
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/consrv..
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Supporting Question 3
Supporting
Question

What methods were used by the women to persuade the different groups to change their minds
and/or operations?

Formative
Performance Task

Analyze primary sources to determine point of view and persuasive methods used in this grass
roots campaign.

Featured Sources

Source A: The Day Book (Chicago), June 6, 1914
Source B: Political cartoon, “When women vote, ..?”
Source C: Ocala, Florida Banner, November 12, 1909
Source D: Film, “Roosevelt- Friend of the Birds”
Source E: Rep. Jeanette Rankin of Montana
Source F: Votes for Women by Bertha Damaris Knobe

Additional
Materials

Activity 3- Point of View.docx (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/5/6/8/8/1551/5688eb567326a629a998e050ff4924419f5814f1.docx)

4 Primary Source Analysis Tool.docx (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
dev/u/7/6/4/0/151/76402d22a279b122b9dc9eb0156dcec39a8a4053.docx)

Students will  examine different points of view on the issue of using bird feathers for fashion and make
inferences about the political persuasion methods used and the success of them.

Formative Performance Task

1. In this task students will examine all the different point of views or parties that would be affected by the
passage of an act of Congress that would outlaw the killing of birds.   

2. Print the primary source set provided with images on one side of the page and bibliographic information
on the back. Print enough sources so that each student in the group has a copy of the group image.

Primary Source Set

Source A:   Magazine cover, The Day Book (Chicago), June 6,
1914 http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045487/..

Source B:  Political cartoon, “When women vote, what will happen if the polling place is located in a millinery
shop?”  https://www.loc.gov/item/2002720349/

Source C:  Newspaper article, Ocala, Florida Banner, November 12, 1909

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88074815/..

Source D:  Film, “Roosevelt- Friend of the Birds” https://www.loc.gov/item/mp76000356/  [1924]

3.    Divide class into groups of 3 or 4  Provide each group with a Library of Congress Analysis tool and a copy
of one primary source from the Primary Source Set.  Each group will analyze a different source from the set.

4.    Direct students to analyze their primary source silently for a few minutes and then together fill in the
graphic organizer.  Tell them to prepare to be able to present their primary source to the rest of the class. 

5.    Project each group’s source to the class while the group presents their findings about their source.

6.    Construct a circle of viewpoint  (Making Thinking Visible, pp171-177) on a poster board or smartboard.

7.    Ask them:   Who is involved?   Who is affected?  Who might care? Possible responses will likely include,
women, birds, ecosystem that birds live in, the U.S., Fed govt, state govt, Florida, fashion industry, feather
industry, etc. Record each answer on a different ray of the chart.  Ask them to provide evidence from their
sources to support their claim.  Discuss how this party is affected by changes that the Migratory Bird Act
would cause.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-dev/u/5/6/8/8/1551/5688eb567326a629a998e050ff4924419f5814f1.docx
https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-dev/u/7/6/4/0/151/76402d22a279b122b9dc9eb0156dcec39a8a4053.docx
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045487/1914-06-06/ed-2/seq-3/#date1=1900&index=7&rows=20&words=feathers&searchType=basic&sequence=0&state=&date2=1922&proxtext=feathers&y=0&x=0&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1
https://www.loc.gov/item/2002720349/
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88074815/1909-11-12/ed-1/seq-4/#date1=1900&index=11&rows=20&words=egret+egrets&searchType=basic&sequence=0&state=Florida&date2=1922&proxtext=egrets&y=0&x=0&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1
https://www.loc.gov/item/mp76000356/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html
http://www.visiblethinkingpz.org/VisibleThinking_html_files/03_ThinkingRoutines/03e_FairnessRoutines/CircleViewpoints/CircleViewpoints_Routine.html
https://www.amazon.com/Making-Thinking-Visible-Understanding-Independence/dp/047091551X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1466691932&sr=1-1&keywords=making+Thinking+Visible


8.    Make copies of Activity #3 worksheet.  Disperse to class and have them complete, as directed.  The
information for the image used in this activity is here.  This photo was taken in 1917 before most women in
the U.S. had the right to vote.  The women are identified in the text boxes at the bottom of the page. 
Congresswoman Rankin represents Montana and this information and image is historically correct.  The
identification of the other two women is fictionalized for this assignment.  It would be helpful for students to
determine which woman has the right to vote.  This source might assist.  Direct the students to use
information about the characters from what they have learned about this time period and the variety of
viewpoints that have been revealed by the above activity on this topic.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/mnwp000300/
https://www.loc.gov/resource/rbcmil.scrp4005301/


Supporting Question 3
Featured Source A The Day Book (Chicago), June 6, 1914

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045487/..
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source B Political cartoon, “When women vote, ..?”

Caricature showing women trying on hats and insert showing women going into hat shop. Library of Congress Prints
and Photographs 1909.

 https://www.loc.gov/item/2002720349/
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source C Ocala, Florida Banner, November 12, 1909
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http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88074815/..
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source D Film, “Roosevelt- Friend of the Birds”

Excerpt

Click on the citation link below to view this silent film from The Library of Congress.

A narrative of TR's role in bird preservation which includes factual footage taken on his visit under the
auspices of the National Audubon Society to bird sanctuary islands off the coast of Louisiana, June
1915. Mating habits and domestic life of snowy egrets and their plunder by hunters are dramatized.
Scenes of egrets' nest and the hunt, kill, and plucking of birds serve as the prologue to depiction of TR
as bird preservationist. Views of TR and John M. Parker, leader of the Louisiana Progressive party,
aboard the Audubon Society's boat, the Royal Tern; views of TR standing in marshes, with what is
perhaps the Louisiana Conservation Commission yacht in background. Herbert K. Job, photographer for
the expedition and noted ornithologist, appears on the beach with his camera; TR examines eggs and
talks with other members of the expedition: a man who is probably J. Hippolyte Coquille, a local
photographer; M. L. Alexander in light pants, president of the Louisiana Conservation Commission;
John Parker, with his back to camera; and game warden William Sprinkle. Additional scenes of TR
exploring island and observing birds along beach and views of a variety of shore birds including royal
terns, black skimmers, laughing gulls, brown pelicans, blue herons, and egrets.

Source:Source:
Library of Congress Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA 

https://www.loc.gov/item/mp76000356/  [1924]
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source E Rep. Jeanette Rankin of Montana

Library of Congress Records of the National Woman's Party
https://www.loc.gov/item/mnwp000300/
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source F Votes for Women by Bertha Damaris Knobe

Library of Congress Miller NAWSA Suffrage Scrapbooks, 1897-1911
Summarizes progress of woman suffrage throughout world, International Woman Suffrage Alliance to meet in Amsterdam,

will celebration full suffrage in Finland and Norway. Woman-Suffrage Map of World show the forms of Enfranchisement
granted in various countries; photomechanical print of suffragist leaders who "besieged" Congress in March 1908

https://www.loc.gov/resource/rbcmil.scrp4005301/
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Summative Performance Task
Compelling
Question How Did Birds Gain Political Protection?

Argument
Write an argument made up of claims with evidence from the primary sources provided that
explains how grass roots political efforts helped migratory birds gain political protection in 1913.

Extension
Create a political advertisement that might have been used to convince people to stop using
breeding feathers from birds.  It can be in the form of a poster, flyer, or a town-cryer type
announcement.

Argument

Students will research an assigned point of view and compose an explanatory essay about the grass roots
efforts used on their assigned group and they will evaluate the effectiveness of the efforts.

Extension

Students will combine the factual data they collected to present a persuasive political advertisement that may
have been used at the time under study.
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Taking Informed Action
Understand

Interview people about their consumer choices not to purchase something because it may cause
harm to someone or something.

Assess
Consider how you could inform others of the harmful effects of buying  certain consumer
products.

Action
Create a poster, flyer, or written announcement to convince others to stop buying a particular
product that has harmed someone or something.

In this Taking Informed Action task, students will interview family members and neighborhood adults to find
out if anyone has ever consciously made a consumer choice not to purchase something because it may cause
harm to someone or something. After completing the interviews, will assess the issue by considering how you
could inform others of the harmful effects of buying  certain consumer products. The action step of this task is
for students to create a poster, flyer, or written announcement that could be used to convince your
schoolmates or neighborhood civic council to stop buying a particular product that has harmed someone or
something.

     $
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